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iNTRODUCTION

The depositionof ultrafine (d ._200 nra)particleson airway surfacesis an importantdeterminantof

the radiationdose that resultsfrom inhalationof radon progeny. The activitymedian diameter of

particlesto whichradondaughtersattachis small (10 - 140 nra).

In the absence of charge, deposition in the upper airways of the respiratorysystem occurs by

impactionfor large particlesand diffusionfor smallparticles. Sedimentationis negligibledue to the

high flow ratesin these airways.

Experiments conducted in hollow casts and in vivo in humans have ali shown an increase in

deposition due to the particle charge (1.4). _ experimental results showed that there exists a

threshold value of charge on the particle (qc) above which the electrostatic charge enhances

deposition. These experiments were performed for particles for which deposition by diffusion is small

(d ___300 rim).

Deposition of ultrafine particles in the airways may occur by a combined mechanism of diffusion and

electrostatic charge.

There are two electrical forces which cause particles to deposit on the airway surfaces. One is due

to interaction between the particle and the wall (image force) and the other is due to the mutual

repulsion between particles with like charge (space charge force). The image force is a single

particle effect and increases as the particle nears the wall. The space charge force on the other

hand depends on the particle concentration and is found to be much smaller than image force in the

lung due to low particle concentration (5._).
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The depositionof charged and neutral ultrafine particleswas compared in simple trachealmodels.

Nebulized NaCI particles werepassed through a 2 stage cascade impactor, then size classified with

an Electrostatic Classifier (ESC) to produce monodisperse, singly charged, particles with diameters
from 15 to 95 nm.

To "neutralize" the charges the particle stream was passed through a deionizgr (DEl) consisting of a

3" diameter copper tube containing a radioactive alpha particle emitter, 2_OPo. Particles are
neutralized to Boltzmann equilibrium. The resulting charge distribution is shown in Table 1.

Aerosol flow rates were monitored throughout each experiment by a mass flow meter incorporated
into the ESC.

For each particle size from 15 to 95 nm, tests were done for the singly charged particles then

immediately repeatedwith chargeneutralized particles.

The monodisperse singly charged,or "neutralized", particles were passed through a 1.9 cm diameter

conducting copper pipe 10, 23, or 30 cm long, or an equivalent path without the pipe, to either a

CPC (TSl Model 3025) or a Faraday cup. The test sections compare with tracheal dimensions

measured in lungs obtained at autopsy of 10 cm length, 1.9 cm diameter for a human, and 23 cm

length, 2.0 cm diameter for a mongrel dog.

Percent deposition was calculated as follows:

11= 100 Cnt_Ct (1)

where, Ct = concentrationat outletof path withthe trachealtube;
Cnt = concentrationat outletof the alternatepath (withouttracheal tube);

For Faraday cup measurements, C is replaced by N, as the FC measured the total number of

chargedparticlescollectedper unit time. These were normalizedfor any change inflowrate when

necessary.
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ANALYTICAL

The fraction deposited by diffusionwasestimatedfromthe equationof Cohenand Asgharian(7)

'qd= 2.968 A0.5677 (10.4 > A > 10"9) (2)

=LD
where A = -_- (3)

inwhichL is theairwaylength,Q isthe flow ratethroughthe airway,andD is the diffusioncoefficienL

This empiricallyderived expressiongives higher values than the analyticalexpressionobtainedby

Ingham (8)forfullydevelopedlaminarflow,however, it approachesIngham'sasA increases.

The depositionefficiencydue to image force alone, was calculatedbasedon the expressionof Pich
(9)

ni = (6'Ce)1/3 (4)

, Bq2t
where 'ce= 4_oR3 (5)

in which q is the charge on the particle, t is the elapsed time in the airway, B is the particle
mechanicalmobility,¢o isthe permittivityof air, and R is the radiusof airway.

_lis expressionis a simplifiedform of the expressionobtainedby Yu (s)for depositionof particlesin

e,cylindricaltubethatapplieswhen _:e"1.

Depositionbyimageforces for thechargedparticle fractionof the neutralizedaerosolwas accounted

for by applyingequation5 to the fractionshownin table 1. Then

Tli = (Tlexp " Tld)
(1- rid) (6)

7 CohenB,S,,Asghar_,B, J,AerosolSci.21:789-797(1974).
8 Ingham, D. J. AerosolSci.6:125-132 (1974).
g Pich,J. Commentson Ihe paper:. J. AerosolSci.9:275-278 (1978).



CONCLUSIONS

Differences in deposition between charged and charge neutralized particles were detected for

particles < 30 nm in diameter in 10, 23 and 30 cm long tubes, and for particles up to 95 nm for the

longest (30 cm) tube tested.

As expected, deposition efficiency increased with decreased particle size and substantiallyexceeded

that predicted for deposition from parabolic flow.

If total measured deposition is attributed to diffusive plus image forces these results suggest that

deposition of the charged particles by image forces exceed predicted values by an order of

magnitude.

For these experiments it is likely that convective eddies contributed to the excess deposition.

An increase in experimental sensitivity is needed for quantitative measures of the fraction deposited

by image forces.

Diffusion is the dominant mechanism for deposition of very small particles. The amountdeposited in

the airways is generally very low amounting to a few percent for particles from 50 to 200 nm.

Therefore, even a small enhancement in deposition resulting from image forces on charged particles

can be significant.
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